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In many practical applications, photochemical processes take
place in amorphous organic solids such as polymeric glasses,
where molecular motion of the medium is largely frozen on the
reaction time scale.1 The disorder in such media makes it difficult
to analyze the kinetics quantitatively, beyond fitting data to
empirical formulas.2 Photoinduced electron-transfer (ET) reactions
are very sensitive to their host medium, and previous work has
shown that the limited ability of the medium to relax or fluctuate
during electron transfer affects the relative free energies, relaxation
energies, and available reaction pathways for the species in-
volved.3 The frozen-in randomness of the medium should also
give rise to a sizable energetic disorder for these reactions.3c The
consequences of such disorder for photoinduced ET have received
relatively little attention,3c however, and no experimental estimates
of its magnitude have been reported.4 Here we describe an
experimental method to determine the extent of this energetic
disorder for a simple ET reaction. The approach described here
not only provides a quantitative measurement of the disorder but
also shows how the reactions in the amorphous solid state can
be understood in terms of a previously tested absolute theory for
electron-transfer reactions in solution, using parameters whose
meanings are well understood.

The ET reactions studied here are the interconversions of
ground-state charge-transfer (CT) complexes and excited-state
contact radical-ion pairs (CRIP).5 The usual theory describes the
rate constant for nonradiative decay of a CRIP (return electron
transfer) in a fluid solution,k-et, as a function of the following

parameters: a reorganization energyλs for low-frequency (mainly
solvent) motions, a reorganization energyλv and an averaged
vibrational frequencyνV for intramolecular vibrational displace-
ments of the reactants, the reaction free energy∆G-et, an
electronic coupling matrix elementV, and a Franck-Condon-
weighted density-of-states functionFC, eq 1.5,6

Here ∆G-et ) -∆G, where∆G is the free energy for charge
separation. The corresponding CT emission and absorption spectra
can be described by similar formulas, with∆G-et replaced by
((∆G-et + hν).5a Previously we showed that all of the parameters
of eq 1, which describe the electron-transfer reactions in fluid
solution, could be obtained from the CT emission spectra, and
that k-et values varying by almost 3 orders of magnitude could
be predicted absolutely to within a factor of 2-3.5a Here we show
how this approach can be extended to the more complex situation
of reaction in the amorphous solid state.

The starting point is a recognition that certain conformational
degrees of freedom, such as the orientations of the dipoles, of a
solid medium are frozen for the lifetime of a CRIP,3a,b whereas
others may relax rapidly, just as in fluid solution. The frozen
degrees of freedom in a glassy amorphous solid result in energetic
disorder, so that CT complexes in different environments have
different individual free energies for CRIP formation,δg.3c The
(mobile) degrees of freedom that relax rapidly result in a low-
frequency reorganization energy,λs

m, analogous to theλs in fluid
solution. For each complex,k-et and the CT spectra should be
given by the usual formulas, with∆G andλs being replaced by
δg and λs

m. The overall distribution of conformations of the
medium around a CT complex, involving both frozen and mobile
degrees of freedom, should be like that for the complex in its
ground state in a fluid solvent.3a,b The usual model for electron
transfer reactions in solution assumes a parabolic configuration-
coordinate plot or, equivalently, a Gaussian distribution of rapidly
interconverting reaction energies around some mean value.6d In
the solid state, the frozen degrees of freedom presumably result
in a similar Gaussian distribution ofδg, which we describe in
terms of a mean valueδhg and rms widthσ.7 For simplicity, we
assume that each complex has the same value forλs

m.
An observed CT emission, excitation, or absorption spectrum

is thus interpreted as a suitably weighted average of individual
spectra with different ET free energies.8 CT excitation produces
CRIP with a distribution of free energies that depends on the
excitation wavelength in addition to the overall distribution of
individual environments. Consequently, the shape of a CT
emission spectrum should depend on the excitation wavelength,
and a CT excitation spectrum should depend on the monitoring
wavelength, unlike the case for a fluid solution.
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The system chosen for study was the CT complex of the
electron acceptor 1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (TCB, 1 wt %) and
the donor hexamethylbenzene (HMB, 2 wt %), dissolved in∼10
µm films of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).9,10 Excitation
of the complex yields a CRIP, TCB•-/HMB•+. The CRIP
undergoes return electron transfer, either nonradiatively or radi-
atively with the emission of a photon, to regenerate the ground-
state complex.5a,8c

Typical experimental spectra are shown in Figure 1. The
influence of disorder is evident in an 18 nm shift of the emission
maximum (from 547 to 565 nm) as the excitation wavelength is
varied by 40 nm (from 430 to 470 nm). Similarly, but more subtly,
the maximum of the excitation spectrum shifts from 412 to 415
nm as the monitoring wavelength is varied from 560 to 620 nm.11

Also shown in Figure 1 are simulations of the spectra, obtained
using the method described above, with fitting parameters
summarized in Table 1. The simulations reproduce not only the
band shapes and shifts, but also the relative intensities of the
different spectra. Although the solid-state spectra require one more
parameter,σ, than did the previous solution-phase studies,5a the
parameters are actually better determined, since the model requires
that the same set be used, globally, to fitall of the different
spectra.12

The average free energy for ET in the TCB/HMB/PMMA
system isδhg ) 2.61( 0.05 eV. This is comparable to∆G in the

least polar fluid solvents (e.g., 2.57 eV in cyclohexane5a).
Presumably, the CRIP are not stabilized by orientation of the
dipoles in PMMA after excitation (PMMA has a small low-
frequency dielectric constant, 2.613). The residual low-frequency
reorganization energy,λs

m ) 0.180( 0.005 eV, is comparable
to λs in nonpolar solvents (0.14 and 0.16 eV in cyclohexane and
carbon tetrachloride, respectively5a), presumably for similar
reasons. The free-energy distribution has a significant rms width,
σ ) 0.108( 0.005 eV. This energy distribution is equivalent to
a “frozen-in” component of the solvent reorganization energy,
λs

f ) σ 2/2kBT ) 0.23 eV.8 If the dipoles in PMMAwereactually
able to reorient and stabilize the CRIP, the corresponding value
of ∆G would beδhg - λs

f ) 2.35 eV, and the total reorganization
energy would beλs

f + λs
m ) 0.41 eV. The∆G is somewhat lower

than that for a TCB:HMB CRIP12 in a comparable polar liquid
such as butyl acetate (2.47 eV5a). The total reorganization energy
is comparable toλs for that CRIP in butyl acetate (0.43 eV5a).

One particularly useful aspect of the present approach is that
the apparently complex solid state CT spectroscopy is quantita-
tively understandable by using a theory that is well-established
from corresponding solution-phase studies. To the best of our
knowledge, such an absolute approach has not previously been
described for electron-transfer processes in a disordered matrix
such as these. It will be of interest to investigate how bulk
properties or the specific molecular structure of the polymer matrix
affects the parameters, which describe the solvation of ion pairs
in glasses and, thereby, control the shapes of the spectra. An
additional consequence of the distribution in free energies is that
the CRIP decay kinetics should be nonexponential and vary with
detection wavelength. In principle, these kinetics should also be
quantitatively explained in terms of the same solution-phase
parameters which describe the spectra, and preliminary experi-
ments indicate that this is indeed the case. This is particularly
interesting because nonexponential4c relaxation processes in
glasses can usually be described only by using the purely empirical
stretched exponential formalism.2b These issues will be discussed
in detail in a future publication.
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Figure 1. Emission spectra (photons/second/cm-1) measured at various
excitation wavelengthsλex) and excitation spectra measured at various
detection wavelengths (λdet) for the charge-transfer complex of 1,2,4,5-
tetracyanobenzene and hexamethylbenzene in a poly(methyl methacrylate)
film at room temperature. From top to bottom,λex is 430, 450, 460, and
470 nm, andλdet is 560, 580, 600, and 620 nm, respectively. The dashed
curves are theoretical fits to the spectra (see text and Table 1), rescaled
vertically by no more than 7% to facilitate comparison of the shapes. A
second CT absorption band,10g not included in the theoretical model, is
responsible for the discrepancy between simulated and measured excitation
spectra at high excitation energies.

Table 1. Spectral Fitting Parameters

Variable Parameters
δhg 2.61( 0.05 eV
σ 0.108( 0.005 eV
λs

m 0.180( 0.005 eV
λv 0.270( 0.005 eV

Fixed Parameters
νV

a 0.174 eV
T 298 K
nb 1.49
∆µc 13 D

a See ref 5.b See ref 13.c From solvatochromism on similar CRIP.14
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